Strategic Wealth Preservation Selects WMS for Gold Bullion Vault Storage Facility

Clearwater, FL (July 22, 2015) - State-of-the-art precious metals -storage facility Strategic
Wealth Preservation (SWP) selected and implemented Datex FootPrint WMS at its Cayman
Islands vaulting facility. SWP’s purpose-built facility is considered to be one of the premier
offshore precious metals storage facilities in the world and is ideal for gold and silver bullion
storage by North American investors seeking to internationalize their hard assets.
As part of their commitment to provide their clients with the highest level of security and service
for the handling and storage of precious metals inventory such as gold, silver, platinum,
palladium, rhodium bars and coins, SWP required robust warehouse management software with
advanced functionality and flexibility. Datex FootPrint WMS Vault Management Edition includes
features specific to the vault storage of precious metals and high value cargo.
Using the Datex warehouse management system, SWP can track and trace lots and perform
regular inventory audits using the inventory records. As part of SWP’s regular security
procedures, all vault staff activities are done under video surveillance. Visual inspections of gold
bullion and other precious metals are conducted, metals are weighed and inventory details are
recorded within the warehouse management software. The SWP vault staff records content
product code or description, hallmark, serial number, quantity and fineness, depending upon
what information is required. Overage, shortage as well as any discrepancies or damages to the
valuable inventory can be documented within the WMS system. Quality assurance procedures
utilized by SWP are accommodated within the WMS software.
“Managing gold bullion and other precious metals inventory for multiple clients with differing
needs necessitates highly flexible software” explained Mark Yaxley, Operations and Client
Services Manager for SWP. “The expertise of the Strategic Wealth Preservation staff combined
with our cutting edge high security facility and the Datex WMS software are an excellent
combination to help provide our clients with security and peace of mind.”
The Datex WMS can interface with any system including accounting systems and can facilitate
processing of credit cards.
About Strategic Wealth Preservation (SWP)
Housed within the impressive award winning complex of Cayman Technology Centre (CTC),
Strategic Wealth Preservation (SWP) provides clients with a state-of-the-art highly secure
precious metals storage facility. . SWP clients have real time access to statements using a web
portal and can visit and inspect their holdings in a secure viewing room with 24 hours’ notice.
SWP accepts existing holdings or can work with a precious metals dealer to make metals
available to investors within the vault. Logistics arrangements can also be made using a
company that specializes in the transportation of high value cargo. Gold bullion and other high
value metals stored within the facility are fully insured with a leading global insurance company.
SWP offers the flexibility of general segregated storage or the rental of a safety deposit box and
does not engage in any financial service activities.

To learn more about SWP’s offshore storage facility located in the Cayman Islands, please visit
http://www.swpcayman.com.
About Datex
In successful operation since 1978, Datex provides flexible reliable supply chain technology
solutions to help make businesses more profitable. The award winning Microsoft-based Datex
FootPrint WMS system is currently in use by vaults, third party logistics facilities, warehousing
and distribution operations and manufacturers across the world. Specialists in regulated
inventory, Datex bullion 3PL WMS can be highly effective in helping to reduce errors and
streamline operations For more information on Datex supply chain technology solutions, please
visit the Datex website http://www.datexcorp.com/.
For more information, please contact Laura Olson, Director of Sales and Marketing at
727.571.4159 extension 243 or via email at lolson@datexcorp.com.
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